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Introduction
The Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), launched in 1966, was the first tool to systematically
gather data on the abundance of Chimney Swifts in southwestern Ontario. Completed
annually, each BBS route consists of 50, 3-minute stops along a defined 40-km route.
Routes mostly follow country roads and document swifts in rural landscapes rather than
in urban settings. During the 45 years from 1970 to 2015, BBS data show a steady decline of swifts in Ontario and Canada: 94% in Ontario and 90% in Canada as a whole.
Between 2005 and 2015, the decline was 47% in Ontario and 43% in Canada.
Today in southwestern Ontario the Chimney Swift is regarded as an almost exclusively
urban species. The farmlands of the region seem to be largely devoid of swifts and
probably have been for many decades. Recent reports of swifts (e.g., via e-bird) usually come from urban areas and, if from the countryside, are mostly associated with sewage lagoons, shorelines, or land that is not
farmed industrially.
The sections below use the limited information available to document, to the extent possible, changes in swift
abundance and habitat use in London and region over time, beginning in the 1800s. One goal is to try to determine when the decline in rural swift numbers (underway when the BBS commenced in the late 1960s) actually
began. With fewer tools available to assess urban swifts, a second goal is to examine how swift numbers in
urban areas (especially London) may have changed over time.
Chimney Swifts in Rural and Urban Areas of London and Region up to World War II
The earliest published reference (1859) indicating the Chimney Swift was present in Ontario is “A List of
Birds Found in Upper Canada” by Thomas Cottle of Woodstock. Fourteen additional sources (the earliest being from 1882) were identified that hold information relevant to Chimney Swift abundance, distribution and
habitat use in London and region. Much of the information is non-quantitative, with no definitions provided
for terms such as “common”. Highlights from these sources are presented below.











Breeding swifts were well distributed throughout both urban and rural settings; if anything, the agricultural
landscape may have been their stronghold.
Swifts were common to very common in London and the surrounding region (e.g., so common in the
1930s and 1940s that naturalists paid little heed to
them).
By about 1900, the use of hollow trees for nesting
purposes had faded away.
Especially in rural areas, as many swifts may
have nested in silos, granaries, deserted buildings
and in the interior gables of barns as nested in unused chimneys.
All reported roosts were located within London,
where many large chimneys were occupied.
When waves of migrants arrived, a roost could
hold up to 2000 or 3000 swifts; otherwise tallies
were usually under 300. Roosts of non-breeders
during the nesting season held up to 700 swifts.
No information is available on the total number of
chimneys occupied by swifts for roosting, nor on At the Carling Brewery on Ann Street in London a large chimthe population of swifts within London and Mid- ney, unused during the summer season, served as an important
roosting site for Chimney Swifts during the early 1900s.
dlesex County during the nesting season.
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Chimney Swifts in Rural and Urban Areas of London and Region from World War II to 2000
In the last half of the 20th century, the Chimney Swift rarely captured the interest of London naturalists. Few
sources of quantitative data exist prior to the late 1960s, after which the main sources are multi-species surveys and assessments, some at a provincial scale. Fourteen sources deemed relevant were used to create the
following summary.












After DDT came into widespread use at the end of WWII, London naturalists raised concerns that it was
negatively affecting populations of birds (including swifts) by killing insects on which they fed.
Research in the early 2000s showed that DDT had earlier decimated the beetles preferred by swifts; henceforth swifts ate smaller, less nutritious, less abundant bugs.
Any declines in regional swift populations may have taken some time to be noticed on a regional scale, as
few people paid attention to a bird assumed to be so common.
Very few roost counts are available for the period: e.g., Sep 1947 (>1000); Sep 3, 1996 (200).
Pre-1983 nest records may support the view that non-urban areas were the stronghold of swifts.
For about 30 years after WWII, swifts were regarded as common regionally and provincially.
A decline in Ontario swift numbers was observed in the BBS during the 1970s.
In 1977 a decline in swifts in rural (but not urban) areas around Guelph was reported.
Annual breeding bird surveys along 28 km of Thames River through London (1976-92) recorded swifts ten
times more frequently near higher densities of older buildings (i.e., highly urban areas) than elsewhere.
The Breeding Bird Atlas (1981-85) found swifts to be common in urban areas but not in rural ones.
In the 1990s, in the region, swifts were largely absent from rural areas and considered uncommon where
they persisted in urban centres.

Early 2000s
The second Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas (2001-05) found Chimney Swifts had declined 46% in the 20 years
since the first atlas. Areas of greatest abundance usually occurred near the shorelines of the Great Lakes and
in highly urban areas, but there were also some concentrations elsewhere. Since swifts were already uncommon in rural agricultural areas during the first atlas, it appears likely that a significant part of the 46% decline
between atlases took place in urban areas.
Documenting Swifts in London, 2004 to Present
In 2004, London naturalists began organizing Chimney Swift monitoring at fall roost sites. Over the years,
spring and summer roost monitoring was added, as well as searches for chimneys used for nesting. It was
soon learned that swifts frequently change roost chimneys (from year to year, season to season and even week
to week); there is often substantial variability in estimates made by different observers when large numbers
of swifts quickly enter a chimney; and numbers of volunteers available to do counts can fluctuate considerably
resulting in inconsistent coverage and monitoring effort.
For all these reasons, it can be difficult to discern patterns and trends when examining data collected at London chimneys since 2004. Some useful observations
and comparisons can, however, be made.
Fall Roosts (’04-’07 and ’14-’17). Swift use of roost
chimneys during the September part of the fall migration season is compared for two, four-year periods a
decade apart: 2004 to 2007 and 2014 to 2017.
From 2004 to 2007:
 Average of 8 roost chimneys monitored per year.
 13 of 180 evening roost counts recorded >500 swifts
at one location on one evening.
 Highest single-night tally at one roost was 1260 in
2006.
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From 2014 to 2017:
 Average of 4 roost chimneys monitored per year.
 10 of 79 evening roost counts recorded >500 swifts at one location on one
evening.
 Highest single-night tally at one roost was 727 in 2014.
The number of roosts occupied by London swifts during fall migration in any
given year is unknown. The high number of 1260 swifts, based on 259 counts
during 8 years of September roost counts from 2004 to 2007 and from 2014 to
2017, is notably lower than the count of 2000 swifts recorded during fall migration on August 20, 1901.
Spring and Summer Roosts (’14-’17). Spring and summer roost monitoring
in London began in 2008.
From 2014 to 2017 (spring migration season, from early May to June 15):
 4 roost chimneys monitored per year for a total of 89 monitoring visits.
 Highest single-night tally at one roost was 671 in 2015.
The high spring roost tally of 671, based on 89 counts during 4 years (2014 to
2017) is much smaller than the count of 3000 reported on May 12, 1906.
Volunteers monitoring Chimney
From 2014 to 2017 (part of summer breeding season, July 1 to July 15):
Swifts at Smith Fruit, Aug 9, 2016.
 4 roosts of non-breeders were monitored each year during 27 visits.
 Highest single-night count at one location was 261.
The high summer roost tally of 261, based on 27 counts from 2014 to 2017, is much smaller than the 700
swifts seen entering a London roost on July 12, 1906.
Loss of Swift Chimneys and Declining Use by Swifts over Time. In 2015, London chimneys identified between 2004 and 2013 as being used by swifts (for either nesting or roosting) were checked. Of 162 chimneys,
29% had been capped or demolished. In 2015 and 2016, visits to the remaining known swift chimneys revealed only 75% were still occupied (occupancy usually assessed by one evening visit during nesting season).
A Year of Possible Food Scarcity. The hot, dry summer of 2016, during which flying insects were notably
scarce, may have been a disastrous one for swift productivity in the region. Young swifts that came into care
at a local swift rehabilitation centre were noticeably underweight compared to other years.
Swift Monitoring in 2018. In 2018, a much expanded program of swift monitoring was carried out.
Spring Migration (between May 3 and June 11):
 68 visits to 12 known swift chimneys; 7 held a roost (at least 10 swifts for 1 or more nights).
 Single-night high at one chimney was 165, much lower than reported in 2014 to 2017 above.
Summer Nesting Season (June 20 to July 31):
 76 visits to 13 chimneys; all occupied by swifts; 8 hosted roosts.
 Highest single-night tally was 173, much lower than found in 2014
to 2017, despite longer time period and larger sample size.
Fall Migration (August 1 to October 13):
 145 visits to 13 chimneys to check for roosting activity.
 In August, 8 chimneys held roosts; in September, 5 chimneys; in
October, just 1 chimney.
 Highest single-night tally was 1397, Sept 12 (biggest roost since
monitoring started in 2004).
Swift nest Roost of 1397 swifts had dropped to 250 by September 18 and just
lings with
5 the following day.
eyes still
 The above example illustrates how quickly and dramatically numclosed.
bers at roosts can change.
Fledging Success: In 2018, 11 of 13 regularly monitored chimneys
are believed to have harboured nesting swifts. Available evidence, though incomplete, suggests it is unlikely
that more than one or two of these chimneys fledged any young.
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Summary
In London and region, up to World War II, Chimney Swifts were considered to be common both within London and in the surrounding rural landscape of Middlesex County. Sometime after World War II, numbers began to drop, although this trend seems not to have been definitively observed until the 1970s, by which time
swifts were rapidly disappearing from the agricultural countryside. The Breeding Bird Survey, a quantitative
monitoring tool, was by then in place to document the ongoing downward population slide. By the 1980s, the
species had largely disappeared from rural areas.
In the 1980s and again in the early 2000s, two Breeding Bird Atlas projects confirmed the continuing decline
in swift numbers and its apparent expansion into urban centres. In London the decline may have commenced
somewhat later than in farm country. Since the 1990s, swifts have been rated as an uncommon breeder and
uncommon migrant on the Middlesex County bird checklist (which includes the city of London).
.

In 2004, naturalists in London launched a project to monitor swift numbers at communal roosts and later to
also identify chimneys used for nesting. Maximum roost counts in London in the early 2000s are substantially
lower than numbers at London roosts in the early 1900s.
Intensive efforts during 2018 (350 chimney-monitoring visits) confirmed that increased coverage locates additional roost chimneys; swifts frequently switch roosts in unpredictable fashion; and numbers at roosts can
change dramatically from day to day. This makes it difficult to make meaningful population comparisons
based on roost counts.
In London, by 2015, 29% of 162 swift-occupied chimneys identified from 2004 to 2013 had been lost to capping or demolition. By the following year, only 75% of the remaining chimneys in the sample were occupied
by swifts (occupancy usually determined by a single evening visit during the nesting season). Chimneys continue to be lost to capping and demolition.
To date, determining productivity of swift nests has not been a focus of swift work in London, but it appears
local swifts may have a low success rate in producing fledged young (e.g., in 2018, likely no more than 1 or 2
successful nests out of a sample of 11).
Today small numbers of swifts occur in the towns and villages of Middlesex County, but the species’ stronghold in Middlesex is London. Yet, swifts are almost never observed in the vast majority of London’s large geographic footprint, but may be found in certain specific urban neighbourhoods if one knows where to look.
Sources
The following are the main sources consulted in the preparation of this document:
 Prior to 1970, field notes, newspaper columns, and anecdotal and non-quantitative information from various other sources.
 From 1970 on, BBS data (especially useful for rural areas).
 For 1976 to 1992, annual breeding bird surveys along 28 km of the Thames River in and near London.
 For early 1980s and early 2000s, two Breeding Bird Atlas projects (covering both urban and rural areas).
 Since 2003, somewhat irregularly conducted counts at targeted London roosts during migration.
 Since 2003, somewhat irregular documentation of nesting swifts using London chimneys.
 For all time periods, information from other miscellaneous sources.
For a complete list of references and more detailed information, contact the author at
chimneyswift@naturelondon.com.
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